SYZ84-XL (W/B) Economy Monitor Stand
Stylish FuncƟonal Modern SoluƟon
The SYZ84-XL (W/B) economy LCD monitor stand features
a base that allow easy access and it can be easily rolled
from loca on to loca on. The column has grommets both
in the top and bo om for passing cables inside the unit,
leaving it with a very clean controlled appearance.
This unit is available in white & black metal and can
accommodate 70" - 80" displays. Maximum 250 lbs.
Standard Features
▪ Accommodates 70" - 80" displays, *SMART kapp iQ Pro™
75 and other models
▪ VESA pattern 300X300mm - 1050X650mm max.
▪ Maximum display weight cannot exceed 250 lbs
▪ Adjustable TV bracket height during setup
▪ Cable passage in spine
▪ 1x SYZ2 Laptop shelf included, which can be placed in
front or rear of the unit
▪ Heavy duty steel weighted base
▪ Rolls on 4 wheels
▪ Accessible base design to allow access to the monitor
without tripping over support legs
OpƟons
▪ BKT-SX20 SX20 Codec bracket
▪ TVCB-XL Camera bracket for freestanding or wall mount
TV's
▪ PM-HDCB HD Codec bracket
▪ PM-RP-BKT RealPresence® Group 300 & 500 codec
bracket
▪ PM-PB Mounted six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ SYZ1/SYZ2/SYZ3/SYZ4 Laptop shelf

SpecificaƟons
Model: SYZ84-XL (W/B)
Width: 44”
Depth: 22”
Height: 68”
Finishes

Black (B) or white (W) metal
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